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The Honorable Bob Taft
Governor of Ohio

The Honorable Doug White
President of the Ohio Senate

The Honorable Larry Householder
Speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives

Dear Governor Taft, President White and Speaker Householder:
The Ohio Business Roundtable is pleased to submit this prospectus – “World Class Ohio” – for your
consideration. We hope it will provide guidance to you and other state policy leaders on the strategic direction
and investment priorities of the Third Frontier Project.
Ohio has a wealth of riches – quality of life, location, a diversified range of industries, an abundance of natural
resources, strengths in basic research, a tradition of innovation and invention, and a work ethic second to none.
At the same time, per capita income in Ohio – once ahead of the national average – has steadily declined since
the 1940s and has lagged the rest of the country since the 1980s.
We applaud your leadership in making technology-based economic growth a top priority for Ohio.
Likewise, we appreciate that you have asked us to work with you to assure that such growth is, indeed, driven
by the business community – by the job makers and income creators of our economy.
Where do we focus this job growth? This prospectus represents the best thinking in the state from a broad base
of business people with input from academic leaders, researchers, technologists, scientists and public officials.
Building on the work of Battelle, it focuses attention on five core areas of strength where Ohio has already
demonstrated world-class leadership – advanced materials … biosciences … information technology …
instruments, controls, sensors and advanced manufacturing technologies … and power and propulsion.
These are difficult times in Ohio. We understand fully the reality of the budget, and yet we see rising levels of
commitment to high-tech initiatives in other states. Hence, the rationale for the sharp focus offered in this
prospectus that seeks to direct the state’s limited resources to the most promising, actionable opportunities.
Ohio’s economic and social vitality is the BRT’s overarching goal. We embrace this goal holistically; which is
to say that technology, alone, is not the answer. Of course, we need progress on multiple “fronts” – a better
educated citizenry and an improved business climate, especially tax, regulatory and civil justice reform. The
BRT pledges to continue working with you to move Ohio a quantum leap forward on each of these fronts.
This document is the product of an intensive effort led by BRT Executive Committee member Thomas
Waltermire, Chief Executive of PolyOne. In addition to Mr. Waltermire, the BRT extends its gratitude and
appreciation to Mike Benzakein, General Manager, GE Aircraft Engines; Mark Collar, President, Procter &
Gamble Pharmaceuticals; Joe Keithley, Chairman and CEO, Keithley Instruments; Bill Pardue, President and
CEO, LexisNexis, Corporate and Federal Markets; and Michael Thaman, Chairman and CFO, Owens Corning
– and to the more than three hundred Ohioans who participated as members of the task forces they chaired.
Sincerely,

E. Linn Draper, Jr.
Chairman and CEO, American Electric Power
Chairman, Ohio Business Roundtable
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OHIO BUSINESS
ROUNDTABLE

Executive Call to Action

As Ohio’s leaders and policymakers, you drive the future of this state.
High-wage jobs simply must be a part of that future.
In leveraging Ohio’s technology strengths and focusing financial resources
carefully on those opportunities that hold the most promise for high-wage,
high-growth jobs, you shape a future of promise for all of Ohio.

Innovation is the future of the U.S. economy, and it must be the future of Ohio’s economy as well.
Innovation is growth. In industry. In jobs. In wages. In quality of life. An accelerated technology-driven
growth economy adds substantial momentum to Ohio’s overall economy. Each and every Ohioan stands to
benefit from a prosperous economy that holds the promise of better schools, better opportunities and better
living – across regions and across the state.
State leaders in business, government and education recognize this reality, and since 2000, a host of
programs, projects and initiatives have focused on accelerating Ohio’s high-tech, high-wage, high-growth
future. In September 2001, Governor Taft built on these initiatives in asking the Ohio Business Roundtable
and the Ohio Technology Partnership to work with him and legislative leadership to move a focused agenda
forward. That agenda – based on innovation, economic growth, committed programs, commercialization and
jobs – is the Third Frontier Project, which Governor Taft unveiled in February 2002.
This project is the state’s largest-ever commitment to expanding Ohio’s high-tech research capabilities and
promoting startup companies to build high-paying jobs for generations to come.
Specific components of the 10-year, $1.6 billion effort include:
•

Third Frontier Action Fund (formerly Technology Action Fund and Biomedical Research and
Technology Transfer Fund): Committing $500 million over the next 10 years for early-stage capital,
commercialization activity and large collaborative projects to increase jobs and business.

•

Capital Funding: Proposing a new 10-year $500 million capital improvement program to improve
research facilities. Funds will finance buildings and provide equipment for globally competitive
Wright Centers of Innovation – $100 million currently authorized by the General Assembly.

•

Third Frontier Operating Bond Program: Initiating a $500 million bond program to provide muchneeded resources to recruit world-class researchers and provide for technology commercialization
– a constitutional amendment on the statewide ballot for voter approval on November 7, 2003.

•

Innovation Ohio Fund: Creating a $100 million fund to help finance targeted high-growth industries
that demonstrate potential for creating high-paying jobs. The fund will support advanced
manufacturing to help existing industries become more productive, competitive and profitable.

Through the Third Frontier Project, additional federal and private sector support can boost the total
investment to more than $6 billion and make Ohio a leader in high-tech, high-paying jobs over the next
decade.
June 2003
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FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS
Ohio’s future in the Third Frontier is rooted in clusters of strength and promise. An in-depth analysis by
Battelle Memorial Institute in 2002 identified five core areas that provide a foundation for world-class
technology-based economic development in Ohio:
•

Advanced materials

•

Biosciences

•

Information technology

•

Instruments, controls, electronics and advanced manufacturing technologies

•

Power and propulsion

Each of these clusters has reached critical mass in Ohio, and each has established a track record of
excellence. This prospectus identifies top assets in each cluster and provides strategies to help
policymakers target resources for maximum impact. In assembling this prospectus, Ohio Business
Roundtable task forces – composed of CEOs and other business leaders from around the state, regional
technology organization directors, university representatives and staffers from the Development Department
and Board of Regents – sought input from Ohio’s business, agriculture and trade organizations. More than
300 Ohioans have thus far participated in this process. Such wide engagement is vital in moving the Third
Frontier from vision to reality.
CORE STRENGTHS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The base of research drivers and industry leaders in Ohio is rich and varied. To move successfully into the
Third Frontier, however, it is essential to match innovation to need, to ensure that technology is not
research-driven, but market-driven. Market-driven innovation is a partnership of research and industry. It is
this type of innovation – the commercialization of technology – that results in jobs, economic growth and
enhanced quality of life for every Ohioan.
With that basic truth in mind, task forces identified prime opportunities and critical process enhancements
for commercialization in each cluster. Specific opportunities are:
•

•

June 2003

Advanced Materials
o

High-performance materials for structural components: These materials have a relatively
high strength-to-weight ratio, can transmit high mechanical loads dynamically or statically,
or can effectively operate in harsh environments.

o

Functional polymer-based materials: Functional materials have special properties beyond
those of basic materials. Ohio’s strength in one particular area of functional materials -functional polymer-based materials -- holds high potential for application growth.

Biosciences
o

Medical devices and imaging; translational and clinical services; cardiovascular, cancer,
and child health (Ohio’s 3C’s); agriculture, pharmaceuticals and homeland security
project: Ohio has strength on which to build in all of these areas.

o

Intersections between complimentary, well-developed technology areas and bioscience:
bio-informatics, bio-materials, bio-science targeted nano-devices and advanced
manufacturing all hold promise for collaboration and commercialization.

o

Emerging technologies: This includes regenerative medicine and cellular engineering, and
other areas defined by entrepreneurs as growing in importance.
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•

•

•

Information Technology
o

Data management: This is a specific Ohio information technology strength that cuts
across all segments of industry.

o

Support other technology focus areas: information technology is a crosscutting need that
supports all of the other key focus areas. Ohio must invest in accelerating IT application
and adoption in these areas.

Instruments, Controls, Electronics and Advanced Manufacturing Technologies
o

Integration of computing, communication, measurement and control: An industryuniversity center with this focus would help align needs with development.

o

Technology transfer: Again, Ohio has an opportunity here to leverage university and
research strengths.

Power and Propulsion
o
o

Turbine technology: This directly impacts the aviation industry, where Ohio already is a
leader. Spin-off technology benefits the entire power industry.
Fuel cells: The quest for cleaner, more efficient power has sparked significant national
interest in this emerging technology.

In addition, there are substantial opportunities to drive technology growth at the intersections of these core
focus areas, e.g. bio-informatics, IT-intensive control systems. These opportunities will surface as we
execute strategies and tactics in each of the core technology areas. And as these interconnected
opportunities are acted upon, they will help create and strengthen synergy among the five areas.
Along the way, there must be process improvements. Recommendations for such improvements run
throughout this prospectus to ensure that ideas in each of these clusters reach the marketplace and
generate returns for all of Ohio. Commercialization, after all, must be the end result.
WHY COMMERCIALIZATION IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT
Ohio’s strong manufacturing and service company base creates a platform for commercialization of all kinds
and from all geographic locations – both inside and outside of Ohio. The basics are there; we just need to
improve the processes so that innovation flows quickly and unimpeded from research and development to
market application. Improving these commercialization processes will open doors for Ohio nationally and
globally, allowing the state to truly leverage the core strength of its industrial diversity.
Thus, turning technology and commercialization strengths into competitive advantages for Ohio companies
will drive industry growth across the board, and growth will drive job creation. Technology-enabled job
creation generally means higher skills and higher wages for employees at every level of the economy, in
every region in the state.
Commercialization is the hub of that wheel of progress. It is the fusion of technology, talent and capital. It is
a fusion that is delicately balanced among a great many partners: university and industry research and
technology transfer programs, technology validation, founders and CEOs, angel investors, seed and earlystage venture funds, technology adoption programs for established businesses, incubators, tax incentives,
etc. Ideas alone will not do the job. Nor will bright and talented people. And all the resources in the world –
without a focused concentration on commercializing the promise of technology – will not result in sustained
high-wage job creation for Ohio.
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The Third Frontier Project aims to achieve the right mix of ideas, people and resources. The goal is to
create a working commercialization engine that is effective in each core competency area and each region
of the state. As a start, we recommend:
•

Narrowing award criteria for the Third Frontier Action Fund (formerly the Technology Action Fund).
Target support on translational research and commercialization activities that have significant focus
on the growth areas identified in this prospectus.

•

Targeting bond issue funds solely on commercialization and solely on the opportunities outlined in
this prospectus:
o

Use two-thirds of the funds to rationalize and support commercialization engine programs
that are customized for each of the identified technology areas and geographic regions of
the state. These programs should be funded for up to five years and renewable beyond to
allow the hiring of staff, and should include validation funds to accelerate the movement of
technology from lab to marketplace. Funding should be awarded on a competitive basis to
programs with a strong Ohio activity focus and a strong case that commercialization will
result in high-wage Ohio jobs.

o

Use one-third of the funds to attract and support entrepreneurial scholars, world-class
researchers with a track record of translating research and creating new companies and
who are focused on the specific technology areas identified in this prospectus. Resources
are limited; we must be certain that the limited entrepreneurial scholars we fund are laserfocused on commercialization and on the best opportunities for the state.

•

Optimizing and synchronizing intellectual property (IP) and technology transfer processes.
Benchmark, brainstorm, and apply our business capability to identify changes to advance these
processes at Ohio’s universities and the federal labs located in Ohio. These processes must run
better.

•

Leveraging unused IP within Ohio businesses for Ohio businesses and academic institutions.
Explore ways to share this work and exploit it for the good of the state.

ACTIONABLE NEXT STEPS
The announcement of the Third Frontier Project and the strategies outlined in this prospectus are a concrete
sign of Ohio’s commitment to a knowledge-based economy. As the state moves to implement these
strategies, it is critical to note that this work constitutes only the beginning of what must be a sustained,
focused and increasing commitment.
The $1.6 billion is a major step, but not the quantum leap that we need. Ohio is not alone in its quest for
technology jobs. Most states are similarly focused on developing the promised land of technology. Most
states are similarly focused on making the investments necessary to sustain technology. Most states are
similarly well positioned with assets – either general or specific – in technology.
At the end of the day, it will come down to execution. The state or region that has the best leadership, the
broadest commitment and the most focus will win, and a win for a state or region is a win for all of its
residents. To become truly world class, Ohio must look for opportunities to step up efforts in the Third
Frontier Project. More funding. More people. More commitment to making it happen.
Now is the time to get started. Here is what we can do together:
•

Pass the November bond issue. These funds are critical to making the Third Frontier Project work
– they are required for the key commercialization efforts.

•

Measure progress. Use a clear system of metrics in addition to jobs to measure results and correct
course as necessary. In the fast-changing technology world, we must be agile as well as focused.
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•

Expect Third Frontier Advisory Board business members to harness business involvement.
Existing Ohio businesses must contribute to and directly benefit from the Third Frontier Project.

•

Create wins early. Do what it takes to build early successes, then celebrate and publicize these
wins to build momentum.

•

Target. Target. Target. Follow the recommendations outlined in this prospectus to carefully target
Third Frontier awards and issue RFPs. Use this process to stimulate novel cross-technology,
cross-regional, and cross-sector collaborations to create never before seen statewide synergies.
Focus on world class, but make certain that commercial results for Ohio are the final determinant of
awards.

•

Align state programs with the focus and objectives of the Third Frontier Project. Be aggressive in
achieving this alignment. Leveraging as many sources of state support as possible will be vital to
achieving critical mass.

•

Use public and private influence at the federal government level. Ohio must be front and center in
Washington to secure as much federal funding as possible for state programs.

•

Improve IP and technology transfer processes now. Ohio’s processes should be ranked among the
nation’s best within 18 months. Appoint a select group of academic and business leaders to identify
and recommend the necessary changes. Commit to remove any legal barriers to achieving
excellence.

•

Drive the creation of commercialization engines to support commercialization efforts. While awards
should be made through a competitive RFP process, we must be aggressive in encouraging
talented individuals to develop programs by working with them – not simply being reactive to RFP
responses. We need to move from hunting/gathering to planning/farming/harvesting.

While these activities will get Ohio moving in the right direction, they cannot operate in a vacuum. Every task
force working on this prospectus emphatically noted that a number of efforts under way in other venues are
critical to the overall success of the Third Frontier Project. These efforts focus on creating a more
competitive business climate, a more robust entrepreneurial environment, more seed and early stage
capital, and workforce development. These less tangible strategies are just as real, and just as critical, as
the actionable steps outlined.
Achieving the vision for all of Ohio undoubtedly will take a concentrated effort among many partners.
Fortunately, the state has a great many physical and intellectual assets, and a great many leaders willing to
take up the cause. It is this collaboration – among organizations, among regions and among sectors – that
can make the difference. And it is our job, collectively, to cultivate that collaboration and focus it to build a
stronger, more prosperous Ohio so every Ohioan has a better future.
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Core Strengths and Opportunities: Advanced Materials
OHIO ASSETS
Ohio’s abundance of natural resources has created an economy long driven by robust materialsmanufacturing industries, including steel, glass and ceramics in various regions, paper in the Miami Valley
and rubber and plastics in the Northeast. Ohio companies with a materials focus include PolyOne, Ashland,
Owens Corning, Goodyear, Goodrich, Milacron, P&G, Sherwin Williams, Timken, Nordson, Honda, Delphi,
General Electric, Lubrizol, TRW, Eaton, Parker Hannifin, Owens-Illinois, STERIS, Lau Industries, ABB,
Webcore Technologies, Metamateria, Maverick, Oak Ridge Micro-Energy, Dana Corp., Faraday and others.
Ohio also has academic institutions with considerable strength and reputation in materials. The polymer
programs at the University of Akron and Case Western Reserve University rank among the top six in the
country. Kent State University is known internationally for its Liquid Crystal Institute. Ohio State University,
the University of Dayton and the University of Cincinnati all demonstrate leadership and excellence in
advanced materials.
At the same time, world-class research and development organizations in the state are focusing on
materials development. Organizations such as Battelle Memorial Institute, the University of Dayton
Research Institute, the National Composites Center in Dayton, the Edison Materials Technology Center in
Toledo and the Cleveland Clinic are leaders. Additionally, Ohio has two major federal laboratories, WrightPatterson Air Force Base and NASA Glenn, where advanced materials research is conducted.
These assets are considerable in a world in which the potential of advanced materials is clear. So clear, in
fact, that a number of states – Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina and Georgia among them – have
aggressively invested resources to establish leadership positions in advanced materials and process R&D.
Ohio, too, must invest, and must invest strategically so the state can grow as a center of materials-based
product innovation and manufacturing.
MARKET DRIVERS
The opportunity in advanced materials over the next two to ten years lies in five primary market drivers:
•

Reduction in fossil-fuel dependency and the resulting quest for alternative energy sources

•

Drive for environmental friendliness

•

Demand for cost-effective health care

•

Need for performance and productivity improvement

•

Need for cost-effective infrastructure

To best seize this opportunity, Ohio must focus on the classes of advanced materials that hold the most
potential for high growth, the classes of advanced materials that marshal Ohio’s strengths and directly
impact primary market drivers. Those classes are high-performance materials for structural components and
functional polymer-based materials.
High-performance Materials
High-performance materials for structural components have a relatively high strength-to-weight ratio, can
transmit high mechanical loads dynamically or statically, or can effectively operate in harsh environments.
These characteristics make such materials attractive for a variety of problem-solving applications such as
improved-efficiency gas turbines, fuel-cell development, advanced battery systems, wind-power generation,
pollution treatment and reduction systems, prosthetics, general component miniaturization and mass transit.
June 2003
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The global industries served by such material developments include aerospace, vehicles, power generation,
construction, military and defense, and various processing industries.
Functional Polymer-based materials
Functional materials are those that have capabilities beyond basic materials. Functional materials include
polymers, glasses, composites, ceramics and other advanced materials that offer technologically exciting
applications for business growth opportunities. Ohio’s strength in polymers and universal needs across the
market drivers make functional polymer-based materials a strategic choice for Ohio investment.
Emerging functional polymer-based materials developments relate to electrical conductivity,
electroluminescence, thermochromism and photochromism. Other new developments include polymers with
non-linear optical properties, polymers for information technology, porous polymers, supramolecular
chemistry with polymers and nanocomposites. The array of growth opportunities in the medical, automotive,
aerospace and energy industries is endless. Functional polymer-based materials can be used in lasers,
displays and medical engineering systems. In electronics, wave-guide applications and color development.
In photovoltaic, magnetic and dielectric applications. Nanomaterials technology will play an important role in
achieving and improving functionality.
BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
The key, then, is to focus resources where they can make the most difference, and to overcome any
barriers that may stand in the way. Those barriers are:
•

A fragmented conglomeration of small companies. A strong and robust industry cluster is essential.
The 2,800+ polymer companies in Ohio have annual shipments of more than $49 billion and
provide the state $300 million in tax revenues. However, 80 percent of the processors making parts
have less than 100 employees. They need ready access to resources, new technologies, and
programs to upgrade the workforce.

•

Exceptionally poor in-state collaboration between and among universities, companies, industries
and regions

•

Inactive or ineffective industry leadership in providing guidance to the state in directing resources

•

A significant gap between successful lab-level research activity and marketplace
execution/commercialization

•

No “Ohio systems” approach that creates incentives for in-state collaboration

•

A pessimistic attitude among businesses about the manufacturing climate in Ohio

BECOMING WORLD CLASS
The strategies that follow aim to mitigate the barriers and provide concrete recommendations in making
Ohio a world-class leader in advanced materials.
Strategy: Create Technology Extension Service
Launch the Technology Extension Service, a mechanism for real, focused communication, training and
effective collaboration among all business, academic, public and private organizations in Ohio. The service
would mimic the agricultural extension service to connect people and organizations for individual and
collective reward.
Features would include:
•

Agents located across the state to be links between needs and technology. These agents could
access subject experts in industry, education, government and nonprofits.

•

A Web site to allow broad-based interactive communication across the state
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•

An Ohio “Technet” Materials Database to keep Ohio industry current on relevant technology;
staffing must be provided to effectively utilize this database as a statewide tool

•

Seminars and training for Ohio’s advanced materials companies

•

Ideation focus groups

•

Marketing to state policymakers and the public

•

Business support to link technical business opportunities with financial resources

•

An advisory board to the state on issues that impact materials companies

This service would be preferentially aimed at organizations focused on high-performance materials for
structural components and functional polymer-based materials. Funding is essential, and we envision the
state and industry sharing investment. As a first step, we recommend involving industry in refining the
concept by invitation of the governor. The Technology Extension Service should be launched by July 1,
2004.
Strategy: Define “Pro-Ohio” Rules for State Dollar Use
Pro-Ohio rules are a combination of how collaboration should be conducted and what kind of value can be
created. Three general requirements should be incorporated:
•

Include as many Ohio-based team members as possible. Target three groups: universities, big
businesses and small businesses.

•

Proposals must define the ways Ohio will benefit from the support

•

Proposals must include all aspects of the commercialization process. Preference should go to
proposals that include more Ohio-based companies on the commercialization path.

In defining an Ohio-based company, the state should examine several criteria, including incorporation,
percentage of workforce in the state, number of employees in the state and impact on Ohio facilities or
entities. Value can be monetary or non-monetary.
Strategy: Conduct Directed University Research
Proactively move from hunting/gathering at Universities to planting/farming/harvesting:
•

Establish an industry/commercial council guiding R&D to sow seeds for needed Ohio commercial
solutions
•

Preferentially aim this council at organizations focused on high-performance materials for
structural components and functional polymer-based materials

•

Make a substantial funding increase (three- to five-fold) to universities to establish faculty
chairs to attract star researchers; in selecting these chairs, use criteria that ensures
candidates are focused on commercialization and on core opportunity areas for Ohio

Strategy: Leverage State Funds to Close the “Proof of Concept” Gap
Use state money to attract private and federal investment to close the gap between lab-level research
activity and commercialization of new technologies, known as the “proof of concept” stage:
•

Provide incentives to select companies for in-house incubation; this is an effective model for
economic development and cost-effective as well

•

Establish technology commercialization centers at universities having the required scale and
capabilities to ensure proof of concept; these centers must be industry-lead and –sponsored
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•

Place more emphasis on managing existing incubators to be self-sustaining after a certain length
of time, i.e., five to seven years. Also align the incubators more closely with the five core
opportunity areas for Ohio in the Third Frontier

•

Develop rapid non-bureaucratic distribution of significant pre-seed funds in small grants of $50,000
or less; provide preference to proposals that leverage the strong macroscale materials and
manufacturing industry and research in Ohio to microscale and nanoscale materials and products

•

Preferentially aim resources at organizations focused on high-performance materials for structural
components and functional polymer-based materials

Strategy: Leverage All Resources of the State
Aggressively break down in-state warring and stimulate collaboration:
•

Proactively disincent regional and/or special interest group tactics

•

Elevate proposals that comprehend and engage real participation and/or steering team leadership
from across the state wherever there is applicable competence

•

Preferentially apply to organizations focused on high-performance materials for structural
components and functional polymer-based materials

•

Create points of commercialization entry (universities, tech transfer entities or federal laboratories)
for communities within the state; university commercialization centers should work with regional or
specialized incubators to develop a framework that has clear business processes to support longterm growth

Although forecasting the needs of tomorrow is limited by the perspectives of today, effectively deploying
these five interdependent strategies will significantly break down barriers and pave the way for wealth
creation in Ohio. These very targeted investments are a start to developing the commercialization climate
and success rate Ohio needs for long-term economic success.
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Core Strengths and Opportunities: Biosciences
OHIO ASSETS
A robust bioscience industry delivers a high return on investment – both in terms of a growing economy and
a growing quality of life for residents. This return comes at a price. Commercialization of bioscience
technologies requires sustained financial and infrastructure commitment. We are confident it is a price worth
paying.
In restructuring a significant portion of the economy to one that is based in biosciences, Ohio can benefit
from the industry’s innovations and the resulting improved access to medical technologies and medical
experts. At the same time, bioscience innovations will fuel growth in Ohio’s specialty manufacturing and
agricultural sectors and will further establish Ohio’s clinics among the world’s best in delivering low-cost,
high-benefit medical outcomes. Finally, bioscience jobs created in Ohio will not easily or rapidly move off
shore, due to the emerging nature of the biosciences, the ability to patent-protect inventions, and the
intellectual resource dependence among other factors.
Already, as Battelle noted, Ohio has great strength in biosciences, including:
•

The nation’s No. 1 ranking in per capita clinical trials

•

The fifth-largest food processing industry in the country

•

Three of the top 20 pediatric medical clinics in the United States

•

While Ohio ranks 10th in total National Institutes of Health funding, we have enjoyed twice the
national average growth of research funding (100 percent versus a national average 41 percent)

•

Case Western Reserve University’s bioengineering program is ranked fifth in the country and three
medical schools (Ohio State University, Case Western and the University of Cincinnati) are ranked
in the top 50

•

Ohio is the headquarters state for three Fortune 35 companies involved in biosciences, (Procter &
Gamble, Cardinal Health and Kroger), as well as four leading bioscience companies in their
commercial segment (Ethicon, STERIS, Invacare and Ross Laboratories)

•

Cleveland Clinic is ranked the No. 3 hospital in the United States and No. 1 in cardiology

Additionally, Ohio has significant strengths in complementary technology, including informatics, materials
and specialty manufacturing.
MARKET DRIVERS
Biosciences are only at the front edge of reaching commercial potential. The commercial applications of
biosciences – including medical devices, pharmaceuticals and improved crops – over the next decade will
impact more than 30 percent of the GDP of the United States. Currently, health care expenditures alone
represent 14 percent of the GDP and are predicted to rise to more than 22 percent in the next decade. The
major pharmaceutical companies of the world expend more than $37 billion in research and development,
and the National Institutes of Health are the largest supporters of research in the federal government.
Demand for all forms of medical and advanced nutritional products will continue to increase globally as the
trend to urbanization accelerates even in Third World countries, and especially in the United States as the
Baby Boomer population reaches its golden years with ever-increasing demands for more effective
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healthcare products. Global urbanization is fueling the demand for more effective approaches to controlling
infectious diseases, and increasing wealth is fueling demand for medical and nutritional approaches to
extending and improving life.
Job growth in biosciences will occur through:
•

Starting and growing new innovative product and/or service companies (commercialization of
technology arising from private and academic sources)

•

Recruiting existing innovative companies from outside the state

•

Accelerating growth of existing Ohio companies

•

Growing the academic and private research enterprise

For Ohio to successfully execute growth strategies, the dynamic infusion of business leadership and
practices is essential. The strategies below recognize the need for this market-focused involvement. And,
while designed to leverage opportunities across all of the market drivers, these strategies in particular
highlight the opportunities inherent in new company formation.
Company Formation
Supporting new company formation will accelerate the creation of high-skill, high-wage jobs in Ohio by
starting a chain reaction of growth: Rapidly growing new and small companies will be the major source of
new jobs, drawing the attention of more efficient large companies. The large companies will acquire the
smaller businesses and add to an accelerating tax base. At the same time, applied research as practiced in
public and private partnerships will provide a more immediate source of job creation.
This climate of growth requires a highly incentivized free-market strategy that encourages diverse
responses from public and private sources. The state’s ongoing commitment – in both infrastructure and
direct support – is critical, as is continued basic, university-driven research.
Also critical is collaboration among a diverse range of partners. Such collaboration will work to engage the
business sector in strategy and execution, create new synergies and competitive strengths among interrelated disciplines and maximize resources through pooling. State funds simply must support initiatives
capable of attracting private dollars, preferably upfront. This protects Ohio’s investment and works to ensure
success through literal buy-in from business.
BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
Ohio has the assets to develop a robust biosciences industry, but the infrastructure needed to support and
sustain this economy is under-developed. Specifically, the state lacks:
•

Access to “first dollars” that enable initial technology commercialization

•

Focused biosciences workforce development and training

•

Clearly described tax incentives for investors and bioscience companies

•

Coordination of state and regional “packages” of incentives for relocating companies

•

Marketing and advertising support for out-of-state company attraction and to create visibility for
investors

•

Mechanisms to engage Ohio pension funds and other sources of in-state capital
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BECOMING WORLD CLASS
Strategies to transform Ohio from a leader to a world leader in biosciences focus tightly on
commercialization, collaboration and cultivation of existing strengths and relationships. In all cases, state
support must be weighted toward projects that have significant potential to recruit and expand the pool of
experienced entrepreneurs in Ohio. Additionally, to keep Ohio investments working for Ohio, we recommend
that any project that receives state funding must substantially reside in Ohio for the duration of the project,
or pay a redemption fee. The only possible exception is Big Pharma, the largest source of bioscience
research and development dollars. Broad engagement of this partner is required, even though it will mean
some technologies will leave the state.
In all of the strategies outlined below, private-sector involvement -- and often management – will result in
increased commercialization potential, increased market intelligence and increased success. To a large
degree, the private sector is free of the bureaucracy that sometimes plagues government and academia,
and is highly incentivized to create technology that improves business. In flowing technology to industry’s
bottom line, the state will flow results to its own bottom line as well.
Strategy: Focus Funding on Opportunities for Rapid Commercialization
The RFP process should encourage technology-based, collaborative projects managed by the private sector
and designed to result in rapidly commercialized technologies. Areas to target:
•

•

•

Projects based on acknowledged Ohio strengths
o Medical devices, including Therapeutic, Diagnostic and Medical Imaging
o Translational and clinical services, including healthcare delivery
o
o
o
o

Cardiovascular, cancer, and child health (Ohio’s 3Cs)
Food and nutritional products
Targeted pharmaceuticals
Agricultural biotechnology

o

Bio-defense

Projects based on intersecting technologies that are well-developed in Ohio
o Bio-informatics
o
o

Bio-materials
Bio-Science Targeted Nano-devices

o

Bio-Science Targeted Advanced manufacturing

Projects based on emerging (unanticipated) technologies as defined by entrepreneurs, including
o

Regenerative medicine/cellular engineering

The most immediate priorities are projects that encourage growth in medical devices; cardiovascular, cancer
and child health; translational and clinical services; projects based on intersecting technologies; and projects
based on emerging technologies such as regenerative medicine and cellular engineering.
Strategy: Support and Leverage Academic Partnerships
Basic, university-based research is essential for the long-term growth of biosciences, and the effective
utilization, capitalization and translation of this research is key in building a technology-based economy:
•
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Through the RFP process, support academic and private research initiatives that are aggressively
translational in nature and linked to a private-sector partner
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•

Recruit eminent or entrepreneurial scholars whose expertise in applied research matches the
targeted opportunities outlined above

•

Capitalize on bioscience initiatives at the federal laboratories located in the state

Strategy: Establish Privately Managed Funds to Spur Commercialization
Use the RFP process to establish privately managed funds to provide:
•

“Walk-around” money managed by qualified investors experienced in very early-stage exploratory
investments

•

Matching and/or leverage cash to help raise private investor funds in pre-seed, seed, technology
validation investment categories

•

Business-based assessments and recommendations for universities’ technology transfer systems
to improve new business starts

•

Matching funds for successful SBIR application

The most immediate priorities should focus on establishing funds for exploratory investment and providing
matching funds to raise pre-seed, seed and validation investment.
Strategy: Create a Comprehensive Biosciences Support Network
Through the RFP process, focus on projects that create privately managed enablement functions, including:
•

New company formation services

•

Infrastructure coordination

•

Company incubation

•

Bioscience community networking

•

Company recruiting

•

Creation of asset visibility

•

Creation of state resource clearinghouse

•

Entrepreneur/CEO pool

•

Entrepreneurial leave program for academic and industrial scientists

In this strategy, the most immediate focus should be projects that create services for new company
formation, infrastructure coordination, incubation, networking, recruiting and asset visibility.
The biosciences represent the next major technical revolution. These strategies will effectively guide Ohio in
selecting investments that offer the greatest return potential. We also believe these strategies create the
flexibility needed to respond with agility to emerging technologies and innovations.
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Core Strengths and Opportunities: Information Technology
OHIO ASSETS
Information technology is ubiquitous. It stretches across nearly every industry segment in the economy.
Information technology, or IT, also represents a major opportunity for near-term job growth in Ohio. The
seven fastest-growing job classifications in Ohio are all from the IT sector, according to the Ohio
Department of Job and Family Services.
It’s no wonder: Information technology knows no regional boundaries, and commercialization is not hindered
by protracted regulatory restrictions. It is largely an intellectual-based industry, therefore less capitalintensive than some other industries. It frequently gives birth to new IT companies. And it is needed by just
about everyone.
Financiers recognize these market dynamics. IT companies in Ohio have raised more venture capital than
any other industry sector. During the last 18 months alone, Ohio IT companies and companies developing
IT products for all sectors raised more than $113.5 million in venture funding (Source: MoneyTree).
Ohio has solid assets in IT on which to build, including:
•

Large IT-focused companies such as Chemical Abstract Services, Cincom, Convergys Corp.,
Diebold, LexisNexis, NCR Corp., the Online Computer Library Center, and Reynolds & Reynolds.
Ohio also has major companies in other industries which are large consumers of IT products and
services.

•

Statewide Edison incubation networks and tech center facilities with educational, funding and
management assistance. These kinds of ventures are proven accelerators for business growth and
over the last five years have helped create more than 350 new businesses, 75 new products and
over 3,300 new jobs (Source: Edison Annual Economic Impact Report).

•

Academic research programs, including those at Kent State University, Ohio State University, the
University of Cincinnati and Wright State University

•

Significant federal research facilities at Wright-Patterson AFB and NASA-Glenn Research Center

•

Several newly created pre-seed and seed funds supported by the Technology Action Fund, and
regional angel networks supported by Ohio’s IT Alliance. This type of support is critical for a
company to make its first steps.

•

Venture funding networks including state-backed entities. This funding is critical for the startup to
grow and expand, especially in the high-risk area of new product development.

•

Technology Investment, Job Creation and Retention, Education, and Franchise Fee Tax Credit
programs. These types of programs directly affect the cash flow of companies -- the critical factor
for survival. These programs also positively affect non-IT related companies.

•

Wide broadband availability; an E-Com Ohio study showed that Ohioans with available broadband
increased from 63 percent in 2000 to 84 percent in 2002

•

Nationally recognized networking and information service organizations, including OARnet, Ohio
Supercomputer Center and OhioLINK
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MARKET DRIVERS
Virtually every company in Ohio is dependent on IT for growth due to competitive pressures and supplychain partner requirements. Business retention is dependent on Ohio companies achieving a higher rate of
technology adoption than their competitors in other states and countries. As Ohio companies become better
consumers of IT, then Ohio will become a better place for attracting and spawning IT industry development.
Driving the market for information technology advances are three primary factors:
•

•

•

Technology invention
o

Hardware improvements – lower price/performance ratios create opportunities that were
previously cost prohibitive

o

Dense Wave Division MultiPlex (DWDM) – fiber optics / broadband

o

Graphical User Interface (GUI) – advances in user interface capabilities

o

Internet

Technology application – linking and leveraging invention toward specific uses
o

Equipment – servers, routers, data storage, PCs, cell phones, PDAs

o

Platform applications – Windows, ERP systems, e-mail

o

Tailored applications – Power Point, CRM systems, content services, data management

Technology adoption – user-driven activity of technology applications for economic growth and
business transformation
o

Productivity gain – PDAs, collaboration tools, sales automation

o

Market expansion – e-commerce

o

Business transformation – conversion of a company into a new form based on
opportunities presented through technology use

Of the three factors, sustained economic growth is derived mainly from technology application and
technology adoption. These are the categories where usable products and services are being made,
bought, consumed and leveraged by companies. The Ohio companies identified earlier as IT assets are all
in these two categories.
BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
Despite Ohio’s current assets and opportunity inherent in those assets, the state’s growth in information
technology faces obstacles. Challenges include:
•

Niche-oriented IT strengths, with no leading centers of IT research excellence

•

Significant loss of technology graduate level students to other states

•

Lack of support for newly emerging businesses

•

Under-funded and ineffective marketing programs (E-Corridor)

•

A relatively high-cost general business climate
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Many of these barriers are applicable to most Ohio industries’ expansion.
BECOMING WORLD CLASS
Information technology is a fundamental enabler in the knowledge economy and already one of Ohio’s
successful areas for job creation. Over the past three months, the IT Task Force has studied significant
actions essential to spur Ohio growth in the IT industry. We examined best practices and policies and also
shortcomings in similar efforts by other states. We convened two statewide meetings with diverse
representation from public, private and academic sectors. Additionally, a smaller working group met weekly
to create a knowledge base, review and vet potential strategies. Our conclusion is the state can help to
move IT to the next level by pursuing the following strategies:
Strategy: Leverage Ohio’s One Clear IT Strength
Ohio excels at data management and analysis. It is the state’s one clear IT strength, and the state must
exploit that strength to build world-class research and application capability. The proposed Wright Center of
Innovation for Advanced Data Management and Analysis is an excellent start. It will:
•

Leverage Ohio’s considerable strengths in networking, database services and simulation and
modeling

•

Leverage Ohio’s primary research and development resource, Wright Patterson AFB

•

Help Ohio capture a huge new growth market in electronic product code technologies

•

Help coalesce a super-regional coalition of Ohio’s universities and information industries in a closeknit team

•

Create an early win for the Third Frontier Program since the Center will have immediate national
and international recognition by being designated the national ePC Certification Lab.

Strategy: Leverage Strengths in Focus Areas Through IT Application
As noted earlier, information technology crosses all industries and enables all industries to perform more
efficiently. To truly maximize IT results for Ohio, the state should strategically invest in accelerating IT
application development in the key focus areas outlined in this report:
•

Biosciences

•

Advanced materials

•

Instruments, controls, electronics and advanced manufacturing technologies

•

Power and propulsion

These are the areas that hold the most opportunity for high-wage, high-tech growth for all of Ohio. Improved
IT application can accelerate growth in these industries.
Strategy: Strengthen Support for New and Emerging IT Businesses
This represents a major opportunity for Ohio to create near-term, long-lasting, high-paying jobs. New and
emerging companies need more than capital to succeed. They need a host of support programs and the
help and counsel of seasoned entrepreneurs. The following tactics would benefit not only emerging IT
companies, but also emerging companies across all areas:
•

Provide consistent, long-term, increasing funding to the existing network of Edison incubator and
tech center accelerators

•

Create a network of “advanced development partners,” end-users to work with start-ups on product
development. New and emerging companies need access to technical and product development
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advice from potential customers to complete and improve their product. These “development
partners” could become the first-to-market adopters – many times a key competitive edge.
•

Create a network of minority share “local venture partners” (perhaps $500,000 or $1 million in a
total $15 million) to mitigate risk for and thereby attract more large out-of-state investors than
currently are interested in Ohio.

•

Create resource pools of employable, qualified, experienced management talent to strengthen
leadership teams. New and emerging companies do not have all the management skills to grow
their companies. The ability to access this pool of talent will significantly increase their chances for
success.

•

Give Ohio companies, especially newer ones, a preference in purchases made by the state. Iowa
currently has a bill in process to implement this. Other states have similar programs.

Strategy: Market Ohio IT
Effective IT marketing can lure ideas, talent and capital – the ingredients for commercialization – to Ohio.
The key is focus. Focused audiences. Focused messages. IT marketing must focus on IT. Period. Marketing
must be aggressive:
•

Critically assess existing E-Corridor marketing plan; if another program is needed, develop an ITdedicated one that can spotlight Ohio’s strength in IT technology

•

Integrate key selling points into marketing program, either E-Corridor program or whatever program
is ultimately developed. Messages should be integrated by professionals.

•

Build a program national in scope; commitment must be for two to three years to achieve
acceptable market penetration and subsequent traction for economic development.

•

Target program specifically to IT professionals and IT companies

•

Use Ohio’s IT success as a marketing tool both within and outside the State, e.g. Ohio Bureau of
Workers’ Compensation.

Strategy: Complete the Third Frontier Broadband Initiative
Support initiatives such as Ohio BroadbankLink, the Third Frontier Network, Ohio E-Community, e-Vantage
Ohio and a state coordinating mechanism:
•

Fully fund initiatives listed above

•

Develop programs to create wireless network access along Ohio’s major interstates and within
airports

•

Market and promote broadband strengths
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Core Strengths and Opportunities: Instruments, Controls, Electronics
and Advanced Manufacturing Technologies
OHIO ASSETS
Instruments, controls, electronics and advanced manufacturing technologies, or ICE&AM, are the core of
high-tech manufacturing products and services. Examples include industrial electronics, computers & office
equipment, consumer electronics, electronic components, semiconductors, defense electronics and
electromedical equipment. Importantly, Ohio’s large base of manufacturing companies provides a ready
market for these products.
Ohio’s electrical equipment and instruments industry has grown to $11.6 billion and 100,000 jobs. This
industry helps feed new technology into the state’s $13.4 billion industrial machinery sector. The combined
impact on Gross State Product exceeds $25 billion. Basic strengths in ICE&AM include active basic and
applied research programs at Ohio State University and Case Western Reserve, federal labs and private
institutions. The University of Cincinnati, University of Toledo, Ohio University, University of Dayton and
University of Akron also have ICE&AM programs. Cleveland State University is focused on transitioning
research to industrial applications. Complementing the effort to help transfer technical applications
knowledge to the industrial sector, and facilitate commercialization of that technology, are Techsolve and
Camp Inc., both funded by the state Edison program.
Additionally, as Battelle noted, Ohio is recognized as the machine tool capital of America. The state is home
to some of the largest ICE&AM producers as well as a range of industrial consumers for these products.
Ohio ranks fifth in the nation for industrial electronics manufacturing, eighth for communications equipment
manufacturing and computers and office equipment, and tenth in data processing and information services.
This industry presence, matched with research expertise, creates a foundation for success in the Third
Frontier.
MARKET DRIVERS
The Battelle Report noted that ICE&AM opportunities lie in reconfigurable manufacturing systems involving
adaptable, integrated equipment, processes and systems. As with advanced materials, nanotechnology will
be a crucial component of ICE&AM in the years ahead. Additional market drivers include:
•

Free global markets supported by the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs and the World
Trade Organization

•

Ability of semiconductor industry to innovate and integrate new technology into devices

•

The broadband communication revolution, which emphasizes miniaturization, portability, and
universal access

•

New technologies
o Nanotechnology
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o

MEMS (micro electro-mechanical machines)

o
o

Information technology: software development and wireless access
Wireless communication

o
o

New components and sensors
Advanced materials
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•

The drive for higher precision, speed and repeatability in manufactured products emphasizes
measurement, control, computation and communication

•

The global decentralization of consumer goods manufacturing to the lowest labor regions while still
requiring the highest precision, quality and performance

Controls Technology
The common need to compute, communicate, measure and control unites all electronics sectors, and
innovations in these technologies enable new capabilities to be deployed in telecommunications,
transportation and consumer products. Automobiles, aircraft, the Internet, and processing industries all
depend upon closed loop measurement, control, communication and computation to function. This capability
is pervasive and embedded in every electronic innovation of the past decade as diverse as your cell phone,
car or wide-screen television. Enhancing the ability of more Ohio companies to incorporate these
technologies in their products will create more competitive high technology products and generate high
paying jobs.
The Path from R&D to Application
The increasing need for manufacturing efficiency and precision across a wide spectrum of products
demonstrates the increasing need for ICE&AM. Effectively moving ICE&AM technology research from the
university or lab level to the industry level will require help from the state.
That help can take the form of funding, collaboration and lobbying. It also can take the form of something
subtler: Helping to create an environment that is appealing to researchers, entrepreneurs and industry.
BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
Ohio’s ICE&AM sector is limited partly by its low profile; few understand its core relationship to Ohio’s future
economic growth, and few graduates recognize the achievement they can attain in this field in their home
state. Additional challenges include:
•

No industry identity to focus efforts, enhance networking, and rally resources and better coordinate
investment in research

•

Shortage of graduates with system level design, analysis and simulation skills applied to motion
and process control technology

•

Lack of platform capital investment to model and test system designs and algorithms

•

Shortage of skills in next-generation Internet-enabled communication and control applications

•

Lack of access to cost-effective design, prototyping and low-volume production of MEMS devices,
sensors and mixed-signal ICs

•

Lack of access to skilled, experienced workers; we need both a continuing supply of research
talent and industry talent that can meet needs during periods of rapid expansion

BECOMING WORLD CLASS
Ohio needs a solid base of applied research that attracts and holds top talent. The primary need is to build a
state reputation that is very attractive to technology people. The opportunity for state government to aid this
industry relates specifically to the university-industry connection, especially by strengthening university
EE/CS programs and driving manufacturing improvements into Ohio’s established manufacturing base.
Strategy: Fund an Industry/University Center Focused on Applying ICE&AM Technologies
Support the formation of an industry/university center whose research focus is on the integration of
computing, communication, measurement and control. The intent would be to align the technology needs of
industry with the multifunction needs of the university and the general need to increase the state’s electrical
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engineering/computer science university programs. This center should conduct active outreach to cluster
companies and foster an environment of academic, industry and investment community collaboration. The
center would:
•

Be accountable for contributing to industry growth

•

Enable startups from concept to production

•

Serve as a consultant for applications within ICE&AM industry

•

Connect all regions of the state

Strategy: Strengthen University Programs
Having leading electrical engineering and computer science programs at Ohio universities is essential to the
viability of this industry. The state should work to strengthen the EC/CS programs, and give funding priority
to entrepreneurial scholars in these disciplines, especially at universities with very strong existing programs:
Case Western, Ohio State and the University of Cincinnati
Strategy: Attract More Federal Research Funding to Ohio
While private-sector investment is the largest source of spending for product development, federal
government spending is the largest source of funding for basic research and technology advances. The
state of Ohio and its industries need to have a coordinated Washington lobbying effort to attract more of
these funds to Ohio.
Strategy: Support Technology Transfer Programs
Transferring technology from the research sector to the development and application sector takes funding.
Ohio should:
•

Strategically fund effective technology transfer programs at key universities

•

Support the mission of the Edison Centers (Techsolve and CAMP) to work with ICE&AM sector
companies
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Core Strengths and Opportunities: Power and Propulsion
OHIO ASSETS
Although power and propulsion systems are basic drivers of the industrial age, they are far from relics of the
past. From automobiles to aerospace to industrial power, these systems remain critical technologies and
continue to undergo significant advances. More importantly, they represent an established industrial base
with significant current employment in the state of Ohio and the potential for expansion.
Ohio is uniquely positioned for success in the power and propulsion sector. Only Ohio can claim it is the
global center for advanced turbine technology and production, with the No.1 manufacturer of gas turbines
(GE Aircraft Engines) and two world-class federal laboratories. NASA Glenn Research Center at Lewis Field
near Cleveland and the Air Force Research Laboratories at Wright Paterson Air Force Base near Dayton
bring significant federal research dollars to Ohio and they help engage Ohio universities and companies in
the programs.
Additionally, Ohio is ranked 10th in the nation for aerospace and aviation employment (Commission on
Aerospace), with more than 20,000 jobs in propulsion alone. The state is home to a number of leading
aerospace manufacturers, suppliers and engineering universities. Ohio also is the corporate headquarters
for NetJets, one of the world’s leaders in fractional aircraft ownership, and a direct beneficiary of propulsion
technology developed in the state of Ohio.
Spinoff technology benefits companies in other segments of the power industry. For example, American
Electric Power, which generates about 30 percent of the commercial and residential power consumed in
Ohio, is an end-user of much of the same technology used in aero-propulsion.
In the critical emerging technology area of fuel-cell research, Ohio also has significant strengths:
•

Case Western Reserve University and the Ohio State University lead the list of Ohio academic
institutions with ongoing fundamental research in fuel cells. Other academic institutions with fuel
cell or related research include the University of Toledo, the University of Cincinnati, Ohio
University, the University of Akron and the University of Dayton.

•

In the government and nonprofit sectors, NASA Glenn, Wright Patterson Air Force Base and
Battelle Memorial Institute have significant fuel-cell development activities.

•

Ohio has two nationally recognized fuel-cell developers, Technology Management Inc. (Cleveland)
and SOFCo-EFS Holdings LLC (Alliance). These companies are developing planar solid oxide fuel
cells for portable and auxiliary power applications. Ohio also has a long list of component suppliers
to the fuel-cell industry.

Finally, power and propulsion innovations are essential to the automobile industry. Ohio’s automotive
infrastructure, research attributes and proximity to Michigan manufacturers provide a strong foundation on
which to build an increasingly high-tech, high-skill, high-wage workforce.

MARKET DRIVERS
As we seek to create new high-paying jobs in the state, we must not lose sight of the need to sustain the
high-paying jobs we already have. This is particularly true in the power and propulsion sector. For this
reason, we recommend a balanced investment that will sustain and create new jobs in the near term and lay
the foundation for entrepreneurial opportunities and new industry in the longer term.
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Consider:
•

The market drivers for advanced energy systems are energy efficiency to reduce emissions and to
combat the inevitable rise in fuel costs over the longer term; distributed power for higher reliability
and quality; and the drive for energy independence through reduced demands for fossil fuels from
foreign sources. (The latter envisions a combination of high efficiency and the utilization of the
domestic coal supply for power supplied by advanced power systems and the production of
hydrogen for the transportation infrastructure).

•

From an aviation perspective, airlines face increasingly more stringent regulations on noise and
emissions, thereby limiting when and where they can fly. At the same time, performance and
reliability remain critical elements for any turbine engine. And for a propulsion system to be
marketable, it must be affordable – to own and to operate.

•

Security both at home and around the world is paramount. Our military strength over the past
decade has been founded in dominant air power and superior intelligence generated from our air
and space platforms. As hostile countries continue to advance their technology to counter our
advancements, it is critical for the United States to continue to invest in technology to maintain our
ownership of the skies. The research being done by Ohio's partnerships is a vital link to our
national security.

To best capitalize on Ohio’s assets and on the factors driving the market in power and propulsion, we
identified four potential opportunities – turbine technology for propulsion and power, fuel cells, FutureGen
and wind power. In evaluating the potential for success for these four opportunities, the task force utilized
the following criteria: the ability to drive economic growth over a sustained period of time; the benefit to
anchor companies in Ohio; the ability to build on Ohio strengths and make Ohio nationally/globally
competitive; the ability to create or sustain collaboration within Ohio’s industry, universities and federal labs;
and the ability to help Ohio respond to significant market opportunities both now and in the future. After
evaluating each of the four areas, the group decided that two areas – turbine technology and fuel cells -were better positioned for immediate action.
Turbine Technology for Propulsion and Power
The direct application of turbine technology is the aviation industry. Innovations address needs for improved
performance, higher speed and environmentally friendly intelligent systems. Those innovations lead to new
product introductions, which, in turn, create jobs. According to Forecast International, over the next 10
years, the market for gas turbines (power and propulsion) will be $414 billion; of this, aviation will account
for $210 billion. Beyond aviation, spin-off technology will benefit the power industry by improving the
efficiency of land-base gas turbines used for power generation. Turbine technology also will benefit wind
power and FutureGen.
Fuel Cells
The clean and efficient power of fuel cells holds great promise for state and for our nation. Since this is an
emerging technology, Ohio’s position is related to fuel-cell development and the existing manufacturing
infrastructure that could participate in a fuel-cell industry. Ohio is one of the few states that have significant
fuel-cell activities across the academic, government, and industrial sectors. These activities now are
coalescing around common needs with the Ohio Fuel Cell Coalition, a group of more than 150 companies,
and with the development of strategic partnerships among smaller companies and leading developers.
In the stationary and auxiliary power area, Ohio has three significant fuel-cell developers (including Battelle).
It is generally believed that the solid oxide fuel-cell technology, which is the basis for these developers,
could be the winning technology in the long term. Because of this, Ohio has the opportunity to be the
location of a revolutionary new industrial base, analogous to the electronic packaging industry.
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Significant public and private interest in emerging fuel-cell technology is expected to drive commercialization
by 2010.
BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
While Ohio’s power and propulsion assets are clear, the state also faces obstacles in fully leveraging these
assets:
•

Ohio needs a dedicated center of research, development and testing for power and propulsion; a
Wright Center for Innovation proposal by the Ohio State University to create the Ohio Center for
Advanced Propulsion and Power (OCAPP) was not successful in the first round of funding requests

•

Turbine technology and its promise of innovation is poorly understood and poorly valued among
the public and private sectors

•

Connectivity between the turbine industry and Ohio’s universities is neither acknowledged nor
nurtured at the state level

•

The two nationally recognized industry fuel-cell developers in Ohio -- Technology Management Inc.
(Cleveland) and SOFCo-EFS Holdings LLC (Alliance) -- are small and highly dependent on
development contracts for advancing technology to commercialization

•

Unless these developers can gain access to substantial capital resources over the next 10 years,
there is a risk of acquisition and departure

•

Ohio lacks a recognized center for academic research in fuel cells, a national laboratory with the
leadership in fuel-cell development programs and an industrial base that is growing fuel cell
business

BECOMING WORLD CLASS
To maintain and advance its position as a world leader in power and propulsion, Ohio must commit
resources in a focused, targeted manner:
Strategy: Fund the Ohio Center for Advanced Propulsion and Power
Ohio State University plans to resubmit the OCAPP proposal for the next round of funding pending a
debriefing from the evaluation panel and the Ohio Department of Development. This center of innovation
and public-private collaboration is critical to providing real-world research opportunities, drawing the best
and brightest students and graduates and developing industry clusters around research institutes. Funding
OCAPP is central to the success of the turbine strategy:
•

Provide capital funding for OCAPP; this in turn will bring federal dollars for turbine research at
Ohio’s universities

•

Provide operational funding for OCAPP to leverage that coming from within the universities,
industry and the federal government

Strategy: Advocate for Propulsion Programs
To keep federal funding for turbine research flowing to the state of Ohio, the governor must play a leading
role in advocating propulsion programs:
•

Advocate on the national level for programs such as Propulsion 21, an Ohio-based program that in
fiscal year 2003 drew $16 million in federal funds to the NASA Glenn Research Center; additional
augmentations are planned for fiscal year 2004

•

Advocate in Ohio the unique opportunity for existing Ohio-based companies to grow with the
emerging advanced energy systems through supply of components, followed by the growth of
companies that are developing advanced power technologies. This advocacy provides credibility to
the industry, attracts private capital that is essential for growth and focuses attention on the key
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requirements for success. In addition, this approach can raise public interest through support of
demonstrations, recognition of accomplishments and sponsorship of credible studies that provide
roadmaps, along with their economic impact, for the development of this industry in Ohio.
Strategy: Plan for the Fuel-cell Industry
Strategic partnering is likely to dictate location and investment for fuel-cell manufacturing. Thus, as fuel-cell
technology becomes commercially viable, it is likely that market pairs will form: suppliers and systems
integrators; integrators and market leaders and possibly market leaders and energy service providers, e.g.
utility companies. These pairings can be facilitated through carefully structured programs at the state level.
To deliver the desired outcome, these programs should be designed to encourage operations in Ohio that
would lead to expanding existing businesses, establishing new businesses, and attracting moves of
operations to Ohio. The state must anticipate the growth of this industry and plan accordingly:
•

Engage leaders across the state in dialogue

•

Establish timetable for gauging growth and potential

•

Focus on workforce planning

Strategy: Facilitate Fuel-cell Technology Demonstrations
Design programs to showcase fuel-cell technology and Ohio technology in general:
•

Aim at educating the public and raising the general awareness of the benefits of this technology

•

Focus on fuel cells, hydrogen infrastructure and links to associated industries, e.g. automobile,
electric utilities, natural gas and manufacturing

Strategy: Enable Fuel-cell Technology Support
Establish programs to foster advances in technologies that enable fuel-cell commercial products:
•

Provide easy access for developers, suppliers and customers

•

Place emphasis on growing the interaction among academia, government and industry through
symposia, program participation and central communications

•

Maintain alignment with national energy policy

Strategy: Enable Hydrogen Fleet and Infrastructure Demonstrations
Design programs to enhance collaboration and opportunity:
•

Align with the recently announced DoE program for hydrogen fleet and infrastructure that focuses
on demonstrations of hydrogen-fueled automobiles and hydrogen fueling systems. This program
requires leadership by either an automobile company or an energy supplier. Thus, for Ohio
institutions to participate in this program it is critical for Ohio to:
o

Facilitate partnerships to respond to opportunities for fuel-cell automobile and
hydrogen infrastructure demonstrations

o

Provide site options, seek to coordinate with Michigan initiatives and work with local
governments to provide community support

Strategy: Provide Grants for Technology Development
Continue the competitive grant program for technology development:
•
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•

Seek to leverage with DoE or other government funds

Strategy: Increase Access to and Awareness of State Economic Development Funds
Provide central support for access to state economic development funds:
•

Use tax abatements and low-interest loans to increase access to these funds

•

Elevate profile of Ohio fuel-cell interest through communications to media and stakeholders

•

Establish an infrastructure to facilitate information-sharing

If the state provides the required support – both funding and advocacy – Ohio can become a world-class
Center of Excellence for turbine technology and will be positioned for growth in the emerging fuel-cell
industry. For both visions to become reality, Ohio needs centralized support, coordination and collaboration.
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Commercialization
Technology, in and of itself, creates neither jobs nor wealth. It is the commercialization of technology that
drives economic engines and prosperity. Commercialization is absolutely critical if research investment is to
create growing companies and more high-paying jobs.
At a high level, commercialization is a cyclical process that supports the growth of a company at each
critical stage of development as shown below.

At the next level down, within each stage, the commercialization engine consists of elements that must be
appropriately balanced for that stage of development as shown in the diagram that follows this section.
Ohio can support commercialization efforts in each of these stages through a two-pronged effort: Helping
new, innovative companies get started and supporting established companies’ quest for products and
services that increase efficiency and effectiveness through technology.
COMMERCIALIZATION THROUGH NEW COMPANY FORMATION
The creation of new, technology-oriented companies in Ohio is a primary objective of the Third Frontier. It
requires three critical ingredients: ideas, talented people and capital. The formula is well understood. The
execution is extremely difficult.
New company formation is spurred by a complex chain of interaction among multiple elements of the
entrepreneurial equation. Such interaction creates an entrepreneurial environment, and that entrepreneurial
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chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Balance is essential; extreme strengths in one area can be
rendered valueless because of deficiencies in others.
Ohio’s objective must be to have a commercialization engine that is in balance and constantly improving.
COMMERCIALIZATION THROUGH EXISTING COMPANIES
Most commercialization processes within existing companies work reasonably well. The opportunity for
improvement from a Third Frontier standpoint is better linkage between external sources of innovation
(university research, entrepreneurial ideas, etc.) and internal corporate R&D programs. This is largely
addressed by the systemic recommendations outlined in previous pages calling for heavy private industry
involvement in all Third Frontier-funded innovation work. It gets everyone working collaboratively right from
the beginning.
At the same time, Ohio must work to change the corporate culture of Ohio corporations to become more
entrepreneurial in their approach to commercialization. Entrepreneurial corporate cultures tend to encourage
high levels of innovation both from within companies and from the outside. Within companies, they spark
new ideas and new connections to the external world that result in improved products and services and
more efficient business processes. Some innovators may go out on their own, with or without their
company’s support, to form new businesses. Entrepreneurial corporate cultures also help encourage
spinouts, which in turn create jobs.
Finally, entrepreneurial cultures at established companies improve the innovation and commercialization
climate for all entrepreneurs. It is that spirit of entrepreneurism in a region that drives growth. And, that spirit
is contagious.
BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
There are several challenging elements to creating a world-class commercialization engine for Ohio:
•

Commercialization tends to be a local activity. While at later stages, talent and capital flow across
geographic boundaries, early-stage activity generally centers around the specific locale of the
innovation. Thus, there must be strong commercialization engines in each of the state’s geographic
centers.

•

Commercialization is simultaneously general and specific to the technology. From a general
standpoint, the overall entrepreneurial climate and activity level influence the ability of an
entrepreneur to form a business. At the same time, activity is frequently specific to a technology:
Angel investors won’t invest in technologies they don’t understand, and mentors generally provide
expertise in the fields they know; e.g. a successful information technology entrepreneur is of limited
value to a bioscience start-up. Thus, there must be commercialization engine activity focused in
each of the specific core technology areas.

•

Seed and early-stage capital is insufficient or, in some cases, inaccessible to entrepreneurs

•

While Ohio has the capacity to provide angel investment, there is a mismatch between the
experience of angel investors (generally manufacturing and service businesses) and the need for
investment (bioscience, advanced materials, etc.)

BECOMING WORLD CLASS
With aggressive, focused support across all sectors, Ohio can lead in commercialization efforts:
Strategy: Address Funding and Investor Gaps
There is a gap between the development of technology ideas and the point at which their commercial
viability has been demonstrated sufficiently to attract angel and institutional investment. In highly active
entrepreneurial environments, this gap is filled by a large number of angel investors looking for early entry
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into emerging opportunities. Ohio does not have such a presence of angel investors, so the state must fill
this gap in the near term:
•

Provide validation funds to demonstrate the commercial viability of ideas. Focus this on the
technology areas identified earlier in this report.

•

Effectively implement SB180, which will substantially increase seed and early-stage capital as well
as the number of seed and early-stage venture capital firms that provide important mentoring to
seed-stage companies

•

Work to develop angel networks that can link angels together so that their shared experiences can
result in investment flowing to the needed technology areas

•

Develop approaches to increase Ohio’s nonprofit institutions’ investment in Ohio venture capital
funds: Ohio’s pension funds, foundations, university endowments, etc.

Strategy: Link Experienced Entrepreneurs to Technology Ideas
Connect the talent to the ideas:
•

Create “CEO-in-residence programs” within the commercialization engines. These programs would
provide a needed pool of experienced CEOs who could flow to emerging technology opportunities
and help create new Ohio companies.

•

Create connections between university researchers and entrepreneurs to increase the
commercialization flow.

Strategy: Create World-class Technology Transfer Programs
Many of the best technology growth opportunities occur as a result of research taking place at Ohio’s
research universities and at the federal labs located in Ohio. These opportunities must be moved quickly
and efficiently to external commercialization. The focus should be on creating successful commercialization
by new or established Ohio companies, thereby creating jobs in Ohio:
•

Develop and implement world-class technology transfer programs in our key research universities,
research hospitals, nonprofit research institutions and the federal labs in Ohio. While we’ve been
improving in this area, a SWAT-team approach and appropriate funding is needed to deliver
dramatically better performance quickly.

•

Give preference to Ohio companies in the technology transfer process. Our objective is to create
jobs in Ohio. Transferring promising technology to new or established Ohio companies makes
sense. Licensing to out-of-state companies generates fewer Ohio jobs.

•

Work with Ohio companies to release their unused intellectual property for development by Ohiobased companies, entrepreneurs and academic institutions.

Strategy: Create Strong Commercialization Engines
Ohio has various pieces of the commercialization engine at differing strengths around the state. But they
are typically out of balance with the other pieces or under-fueled so they can’t deliver the results we need.
To create a system that works for all of Ohio, the state must:
•

Agree on a basic commercialization engine model to guide development efforts. This allows
everyone to communicate and share ideas. And, the state can fund elements with confidence
knowing that its investment will deliver commercial results.

•

Create a strong commercialization engine in each region. As noted earlier, commercialization is a
local activity. Each region of the state needs a robust commercialization engine if it is to participate
in technology-driven economic growth.

•

Create a strong commercialization engine focused on each of the five technology areas discussed
in this report. While local in nature, commercialization also has an important technology-specific
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component to it. By having statewide specific technology-focused commercialization engines in
addition to local commercialization engines, we create the highest probability that good ideas in our
five technology focus areas will make it to the marketplace.
•

Allow each commercialization engine to seek support for its weakest link. Each locale and
technology has various strengths and weaknesses in their existing commercialization
infrastructure. They need the capability to strengthen their specific piece to bring the engine into
balance and then begin overall improvement.

•

Make certain these commercialization engines are well connected to Ohio’s state and regional
economic development infrastructure, e.g. regional economic development councils, tech councils,
chambers of commerce, etc.

Ohio’s investments in the Third Frontier must be focused on commercial outcomes. High-paying jobs is the
key metric, and commercialization is the driver.
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